
OPEN FIELDS IN DERBYSHIRE:
SOME RESERVATIONS ABOUT

RECENT ARGUMENTS'

By ALAN R. H. BAKER

(]l tNCp H. L. Gray's account in r9r5 of English field systems, further
\studies have extended the limits wiihin whictithe midland common field
\Jhusbandry is known to have been practised.' In 1959, Dr Joan Thirsk
was able to say: "There are no counties in England in which some traces of
open field cultivation have not been found."3 Derbyshire lay on the margins
of the area in which, according to Gray, the midland system of open field
cultivation was most fully developed,n but two recent papers in this tournal
have attempted to show that the system was widespread throughout the
county.' At the end of his paper on open field agriculture in the Peak District,
W. E. Wightman concluded: "Derbyshire must at last take its place firmly
amongst the counties where in the Middle Ages one of the main features of
agriculture was the great open arable field outside the nucleated village"u;
and J. C. Jackson has accounted for distributional variations in the open
fields in Derbyshire in terms of environmental factors.' Their cumulative
evidence undoubtedly demonstrates the former widespread existence of an
open field system or systems in Derbyshire, but some of the evidence they
use is flimsy, and some of the assumptions they make are questionable.

At the outset of his paper, Jackson lists five principal characteristics of the
midland open field system, extending the list compiled by C. S. and C. S.
Orwin.' These five characteristics are:

r. Large open fields - often several hundred acres in extent.
e. Holdings scattered in small strips or parcels throughout the arable fields.

1 l{y own research has been concerned with the field systems of Kent, but the reservations in this
paper are of a methodological rather than a factual nature.

2 H. L. Gray, English Field Systems, r9r5.
3 J. Thirsk, Tudoy Enclosuras (Historical Association, rg5g), +.
a Gray, 63, and frontispiece.
5 W. E. Wightman, "Open Field Agriculture in the Peak District", D.1../., LXXXI (t96r), ttr-25;

J. C. Jackson, "Open Field Cultivation in Derbyshire", D.A.I., LXXXII (1962), 54-72.
6 Wightman, r25.
7 Jackson, 7r, "Tbe importance of certain geographical factors in limiting the extent and causing

variations in the open field system in Derbyshire has become increasingly obvious."
8 Jackson, 56; C. S. and C. S. Orvir, The Open Fields, znd ed., 1954, 64. The Orwins list the "main

features of open-fiekl farming" as r. large arable fields which often run into hnndreds of acres;
z. holdings scattered in small strips through the fields; 3. fields lying in fallow every seconrl or third
yeari 4. grazing rights exerciserl in common in the arable fields.
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3. Grazing rights exercised in common in the arable fields when fallow
and on the stubble after harvest.

4. The existence of virgates and bovates, each responsible for a fixed
quota of rents and services.

5. The division of meadow into strips.

Three of these characteristics, numbers t, 2 and J, relate only to the arrange-
ment of fields and holdings, not to the way in which the fields were cultivated
and grazed. Yet Jackson states, "Where a Derbyshire settlement is known
to have had some or all of the characteristics of the midland field system . . . ,
it is preswmed to have once cultivated its lands in this way."s Thus if one
settlement was identified as having some of its arable and meadow divided
into strips and parcels, Jackson has presumed that it was cultivated along
the lines of the midland system. Such a presumption is questionable:
ei particular form of economic organization is inferred from the field pattern
alone. An open field pattern is assumed to reflect a midland field system. The
fact that open fields had different origins and were cultivated and grazed
in a variety of ways is ignored. Claims for the existence of midland field
husbandry based solely, or even principally, on field patterns must be re-
garded with scepticism. Such claims seem to stem from a misleading remark
made by C. S. Orwin: "I suggest that wherever you find evidence of open
field farming and at whatever date, it is sufficient to assume that you have
got the three-field system at one stage or another. I cannot see the necessity
for supposing the great variety of field systems which, for example, Gray
describes."ro Yet the open fields of, for example, East Anglia, of Cumber-
land and of Kent had important differences from those of the midlands.rr
fn some places, open fields were not commonable,l2 but common grazing on
the fallow arable was an integral feature of the midland system: Gray found
it to be "so bound up with the nature of the two- and three-field system that
it would not be altogether incorrect to call it the determining idea of that
system".rs ]ackson is only able to say, however, that common grazing onthe
fallow arable was "probablv" found in the open field villages of lowland
Derbyshire, and that whether it was usual in the uplands is uncertain,
although it was practised in one village. He suggests that in the uplands graz-
ing was often so plentiful that this special arrangement was not necessary.ln
In this important respect, many open fields in Derbyshire differed from those
of the midlands.

e Tackson, 56, The italics are mine.
10 C. S. Orrvin, "Observations on the Open Fields", Dcon. f'Iist. Reu., 8 (t937-8\, tz7.
tr K. J. Allison, "The Sheep-Corn Ilusbandry of Norfolk in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth

Centnries", Agric. Hist. Reu.,5 GgsT), rz-3r, and A. Simpson, "The East Anglian Foldcourse: Some
Queries", Agri,c. Hist. Reu.,6 (1958),87-96: G. G. Elliott, "The system of cultivation and evirlence
of enclosrre in the Cumberland open fields in the sixteenth century", Giognbhi,e et Hi.stoire Agraires
(rgso), rr8-lo; A. R. H. Baker, "The Field Sl,stems of Kent", unpublished Ph.D. thesis, flniv. of
London, 1963.

12 For example in parts of Wiltshire and Sussex. E I(enidge. "Agriculture, c. t5orc. 1793",
Y.C.H. Wilts., IV, r95q, a6; J. C. K. Corns'al'I, "The Agrarian History of Sussex, 156o-164o", un-
puhlished l\[.A- thesis, frniv. of London, T053, 6.1, roo.

tt O1ay, 47-8.
1a Jackson, 56.
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If a basic assumption made by Jackson is questionable, so too is the reliance
he places on field-name evidence. Certain field-names were often associated
with common field husbandry,t5 and sometimes the observance of these names
has been used to establish the existence of that husbandry."'For two reasons
lrowever, field-name evidence alone is unreliable: first, the original form
of a field-name and not its later variants is the most meaningful, as well as
the most difficult to trace and to date'7; secondly, it is likely that many field-
names were part of a ploughing terminology, and could therefore be associated
with a variety of field systems, not exclusively with the midland system.'8
Field-name evidence at best is only suggestive, not conclusive, secondary
rather than primary evidence of the two- or three-field system. Gray recog-
nized this,t'0but Jackson places far more reliance upon field-names, for he
r:laims that they can provide evidence of open arable "where the documents
are silent".'o He further states that some field-names indicating former open
arable include the element field and in one instance cites "Upper Field" as
a name indicating open field arable.2l Here the evidence is stretched beyond
its limits.

So too is the evidence of ridge-and-furrow. Jackson has himself pointed out
elsewhere the differing forms of ridge-and-furrow and their differing
origins." He interprets ridge-and-furrow in Derbyshire cautiously, merely
suggesting that "possibly much ridge-and-furrow in f)erbyshire, outside the
areas known to be formerly open arable, represents outfield"." Wightman
is less cautious, eguating all ridge-and-furrow with the former existence of
medieval strip cultivation and apparently being unaware of the "ridge-and-
furrow controversy" so well summarized by Jackson." Whereas Wightman
clearly demonstrates the widespread occurrence of ridge-and-furrow in the
Peak District, his principal conclusion, that he has thereby demonstrated the
widespread practice of open field husbandry, must remain a non sequi,tur
until the ridge-and-furrow is examined more analytically and in conjunction
with many more documentary sources.

A more serious reservation about .fackson's argument relates to his map
of "Open field villages in Derbyshire", on which he depicts the location of
six categories of settlement: t. villages with more than three fields; z. lhree-

15 Field-names such as "Eastfield" and "Westfield", and names rvith the suffix "gore", "s)rot"
or "furlong".

16 For example, H. P. R. Finberg, "The Open Field in l)evonshire", Antiquity, zl tgqd, r8.3, 186;
S. R. Eyre, "The Curving Plough-Strip and its Historica'l Implications", Agri,c. Hist. Reu.,: (rqS.S),
84. Both use field-names as supplementary evidence for common field husbandry.

r7 F. W. Munslow, "Field-Names", Amateur Historian, z (rgs6), 3.53-6.
18 Some of the Kentish furlongs and shots and of the Sussex furlongs and laynes were not associaterl

rvith common fields. Baker, zZz; J. L. M. Gulley, "The Wealden Landscape in the early Scventecnth
Century and its Antecedents", unpuhlished Ph.D. thesis, [Tnir'. of London, t96o, 87.

ls Gtuy, 42-4.
20 Jackson, 56. In accepting the evidence of field-names in the absencc of other documentary

sources, Jackson departs from his orvn advice: "The'fossilized'field-names provide valuab'le supplr:-
mentary evidence in a study of open field cultivation". Am,ateur Histoyion, q (gS8-d, Zq.2l fackson (rq6z), s6, 68.

22 lackson, "The Rrdge-and-Furrorv Controversv', Amoteur flislori,an, 5 fo6r-z\, z3-7.
23 Tackson (tl6z\, 6t.
24 Wightman, rrz: Jackson (t96r-z\, z7'. "fhe prcscnt distritrution of rirlgc-arrrl-furro\\' must,

therefore, be uscd rvith discretion ."
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field villages; 3. two-field villages; 4. one-field villages; 5. hamlets known
to have had open arable; 6. villages known to have had open arable, but
number of fields unknown.2s The map portrays the location of more than
zoo settlements, but, in view of the reservations presented here, it may be
that some of them have but scanty evidence of open arable fields. Throughout
his paper, Jackson attempts to explain the relative distributions of different
settlement categories portrayed on this map, but he fails to mention a serious
limitation upon his conclusions. The map is based on evidence ranging in
date from the r3th to the rgth century'u: the evidence is not contemporaneous
and the map does not, as might be thought, portray open field villages in
Derbyshire at one moment in time, nor even in one century. A one-field village
noted in the r3th century may appear on the map next to a three-field village
of the r/th century. Yet the three-field village may have been a one-field
rrillage 4oo years earlier, and the one-field village may have become a three-
field village 4oo years later. The map gives a very false picture of distribu-
tions, and to discuss the distribution of different categories of open field
village without taking into consideration changes inherent in six centuries
of history is to ignore a fundamental fact of English asrarian evolution: the
number of fields within a single township varied with chanqing economic
and social conditions. A similar criticism may be made of .Tackson's diagram
entitled "Siting of open field villages in relation to altitude".2" As the evi-
dence on which it is based spans six centuries, it is unwise to calculate, as

.]ackson does, the proportions of one-, two- and three-field villaees above
and below 5oo ft. and t,ooo ft. It may have been that a one-field village
noted in the r3th century at r,ooo ft. had become a three-field villase four
centuries later; and a three-field village noted in the rzth century at .5oo ft.
may have been a one-field village four centuries earlier. The comparisons
made by .|ackson ignore such chinges entirely.

What Jackson has demonstrated is that Gray was right in recognizing that
variations in open field cultivation can in places be attributed to varied
physical conditions.2' He has also demonstrated the former widespread occur-
rence of open field cultivation in Derbyshire. Now that the former existence
of an open field system of some sort in Derbyshire has been well established,
its origins and its workings remain the central problems to be solved. In
rvhat ways did it resemble, and in what ways did it differ from the open field
husbandry of, say, Leicestershire, or of Cumberland? Dr. Finberg has re-
cently noted that "of the various forms of open field cultivation which have
been practised in England at different times we are still verv far from possess-
ine anything like a complete picture"." He mieht have inserted: "and in
different places, too". Progress in the study of English agrarian history de-
pends on recognizing varieties of open field agriculture, not in attempting to

25 fackson (tg6z), 55.
26 The exact sources from which_ this -map is comgriled are not stated, but the text of the paper

discusses evidence mnging in date lrom the rjth to the rgth century.
27 .Jackson Gg6z), Zo.
28 Gray, 73.

. '_n .H P. R. Finberg, "Recent Progress in English Agrarian I{istorr,", Geograf,shu Aurtulet, 43($6r), zz.
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sweep all English counties under the midland carpet. Dr. Thirsk has com-
mented upon "the futility of discussing the open fields of England as though
they were all organized on the same system".'o A more cautious, analytical
approach than that of the authors of these two recent papers on the open
fields of Derbyshire will have to be adopted before the agricultural history
of the county can be more perfectly understood.

G

30 J. Thirsk, Agri.o. Hist. Reu., ro (tg6z), Sl


